In a time where convenience is top priority for most families, how about a company that
will come to your home and Baby Proof it for you!
For over 14 years that is exactly what Safe Baby has been doing. Helping Parents create a
safer home environment for their little ones. Buck and Penny Bowhall, owners of Safe Baby
have baby proofed hundreds of homes here in the middle Tennessee area.
Usually starting with an evaluation of the home, they go room by room to discover
hidden dangers all over the house. “Many parents are unaware of many of these danger”, says
Buck. After the evaluation is completed, the customer decides what work they want to have
done. Safe Baby supplies the products and completes the installation. Within a few hours the
house is baby proofed!
From installing Gates on stairways to cabinet and door latches, they also safeguard
electrical, install furniture straps, and cover bathroom safety. They also install “Removable Mesh
Pool Fencing” , which in some states is a law.
Our business caters to busy parents who want the expertise of using the right products
with careful professional installation. “Many parents travel to and from the store time and time
again returning products that don't work or wont fit. We have self tested all the products we
install, this is how we decide what works and what dont.”
The Bowhall’s company has been long standing members of “The International
Association for Child Safety. Which is a non-profit organization made up of babyproofers
worldwide, dedicated to the awareness of child safety. Penny is a certified car seat technition and
volunteers her time helping “Safe Kids” organization install care seats correctly. Buck also his
his certification
It is the nature of young children to explore the world around them, but their curiosity can
lead to serious injury. A professional childproofer can help identify safety hazards in your home.
Each year there are about two million children under the age of five who are treated in
emergency rooms for injuries that occurred in the home. Listed below are some of the most
common – and preventable – child safety hazards. Remember, specific hazards vary from home
to home and from child to child, so this list is by no means all-inclusive.
1. Injury due to a fall – particularly from stairs, furniture and windows – is the most
common home injury to children.
2. Accidental poisoning is the next most common hazard. A young child's natural
curiosity and his desire to put everything in his mouth puts him at great risk.
3. Burns due to stoves, hot liquids or steam, and also electricity run a close third in the
hazards list. Because their skin is thinner, young children suffer burns at lower temperatures and
more deeply than older children and adults.
4. Airway obstruction, which includes choking, suffocation and strangulation, is a leading
cause of injuries in children under one year of age and continues to be significant through age
four. Soft bedding, pieces of food, small objects and blind cord loops are some of the major
hazards.
5. Drowning and near-drownings represent another major hazard in the home. Bathtubs,
toilets, buckets and swimming pools are some of the most common places for this to occur.
About 90% of these drownings occur during just momentary lapses in supervision.
6. Finger entrapments in door hinges and head entrapments in railings and in furniture

such as storage chests also cause many injuries.
7. Furniture that children pull or climb on is another source of danger. Unsecured pieces
of furniture and appliances can tip over onto a child and cause severe injury.
Customers testimonials:
We did not have a clear understanding of how many hazards existed in our home until Safe Baby
came out to evaluate it.They identified lots of issues that never would have occurred to us. In
addition, they had products and tools available to them that we had not seen.They were able to
baby-proof some areas of our home that we had assumed could not be secured.We were also
pleased with how nice everything looked when they were done.They didn’t even have to drill
holes in our wooden stairway banisters. That was definitely an added bonus!Teresa BroylesAplin
I can't tell you how much peace of mind your baby proofing has given us.This is especially true
now that my two-year-old has gotten in the habit of getting out of her bed at night.We don't panic
when we hear her upstairs playing in her room at night because all of her furniture is attached to
the wall and there are childproof lock mechanisms on her door to the hallway and the door to her
bathroom.Plus, even if she could get out of her room, the baby gate would keep her from trying
to go down the stairs.Without these precautions, we would be up there every few minutes at
night trying to get her to get back in her bed.Thanks! Keli Oliver

